
 

 

 

 

 
COVID UPDATE AMC MECANOCAUCHO   30th March 2020 
 
Dear customers and suppliers, 
 
 
To keep you updated on the AMC-MECANOCAUCHO situation, in the following lines we describe our 
latest measures and information on our region. 
 
On the 28th of March, the Spanish Government has suspended all non-essential industrial activities.  
AMC MECANOCAUCHO manufactures products that are critical to sustaining the infrastructure that 
supports the life of all those who are and will be impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
 AMC MECANOCAUCHO is categorized as an “Essential to Critical Infrastructure Manufacturer”. In the 
event of a mandatory shutdown of all businesses except those deemed essential, we will remain open 
to continue producing the critical parts that we supply to our many customers who are creating the life-
saving products that will support the world through the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
AMC-MECANOCAUCHO is located in the province of Guipúzcoa. The Covid 19 cases, dated March 28, 
are shown below. 

 
Figure 1: Casos de Covid19 28 Marzo. https://www.eitb.eus/es/noticias/sociedad/detalle/7110777/casos-coronavirus-euskadi-
pueblo-pueblo-edades/ 

At AMC-MECANOCAUCHO 85% of the administrative staff work on telework from home with their 
office computer, allowing 90% of the office's capabilities. 
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From the production and logistics perspective, the teams are divided by 4. This tactic 
does not allow for interactions between the teams, more workspace and better 
working conditions. The reserve teams provide a backup plan with the aim of 
providing continuity plan in order to serve correctly and timewise to our customers.

 
Fig 1: Actual configuration of teams 

 
Safety equipment is mandatory and the large stock of finished products of 4.5 million euros is helping 
to speed up shipments. 

  
 
AMC-MECANOCAUCHO is anticipating orders to those customers located in areas of the world that 
Covid has had no significant impact. 
 
For those customers who are still active and want an anticipation of their orders, our usual lines of 
communication are open. The evolution of the transport is not clear, so the sooner we get the 
information, the lower the risk of not receiving the requested material. 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
Aitor Lopetegi 
Technical sales manager. 
Mobile: +34650417875 
Email : alopetegi@amcsa.es 
www.mecanocaucho.com 
www.akustik.com 
Facebook | LinkedIn | Youtube 
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